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Enterprises today today are dominated by traditional block and file based storage 

systems. Object Storage despite being a new segment within the storage vertical, is 

rapidly being evaluated and adopted by Enterprises. 

Reasons why Object Storage is finding a place in the enterprise are: 

• Object Storage reduces complexity allowing admins to manage ever expanding data 

lakes with higher availability, rolling upgrades, and 9+ nines of durability. 

• Object Storage is Software Defined eliminating traditional storage vendor ‘lock in’ and 

reducing TCO with the use of commodity hardware. 

• Enterprises need to be Always-On, the Cloud has forced companies to evaluate geo-

resiliency and the partitioning  of data. 

• API a taking over at the application-level giving each application freedom in storage 

and function, thus replacing antiqued OS filesystem-level mappings. 

Before moving deeply into Object Storage, let’s recap the most common storage 

systems and protocols in use by Enterprise today. 

Block Storage 

Common examples of shared Block Storage are SAN, iSCSI, and Fiber Channel (often in 

a RAID configuration). Block Storage is the lowest level of all storage types. It is 

attached directly to an OS(operating system) and is pertinent with Applications that 

require low latency, small portions of data, or when access is extreme or randomized. 

File Storage 

A NAS, using CIFS/SMB or NFS, is the most common example of file storage in the 

enterprise. A network share is mounted or mapped allowing for hierarchal access to 

files. The OS sees the storage as a file system which have advantages such as locking 

and access control. 

Object Storage Overview
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Protocols/APIs 

Many protocols have existed over time but right now, for file, the industry has 

standardized around NFS and CIFS/SMB. For Object, although proprietary protocols exist, 

the industry seems to have standardized around OpenStack Swift and Amazon S3 APIs. 

Swift API has the advantage of being open sourced. The Amazon S3 API while 

proprietary is the de facto standard due to its support from Amazon and adoption by 

application vendors. 

Why are Enterprise adopting Object Storage ? 

Object Storage offers simplified data scaling through a flat namespace with REST based 

API access that is easy to use. It is software defined so can be deployed on commodity 

hardware meaning that deploying at scale offers a big return on investment (ROI). It is 

highly scalable, at a low cost. It is multi-tenant, secure, and offers astounding levels of 

data protection through mechanisms such as erasure coding. 

The bits and bytes of Object Storage 

In Object Storage an object essentially just a file, with some added information known as 

metadata.  A collection of objects is stored in a bucket, or container, dependent on which 

Object Storage technology is being used. Each bucket can be associated with a storage 

policy defining the durability, locality, and performance of the objects stored within.   

Accessing Object Storage 

Object Storage is accessed via a RESTful command over HTTP(S).  This makes object 

storage ideal for any application transiting the Internet.  Location is provided by a URI/

URL address, and can be accessible by the same address across all data centers, regions, 

or publicly via the Internet.  This ubiquity of access is often referred to as a single 

namespace, and it helps in the reduction of complexity. 

Object REST requests essentially break down into: 

GET (return the contents of the resource) 

HEAD (return metadata for the resource) 

PUT (create or update the content of a resource) 

POST (create, update or delete metadata for a resource, or create a sub-resource) 

DELETE (remove the resource) 

COPY (copy an object to another location) 
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CAP Theorem 

Object Storage is a distributed system, and there are three core systemic requirements 

that exist in a special relationship when it comes to designing and deploying 

applications in a distributed environment. 

The three requirements are: Consistency, Availability and Partition Tolerance. This is 

often referred to as CAP Theorem. 

Object Storage Systems are typically AP favoring Availability and Partition Tolerance 

over Consistency.  This is sometimes referred to as Eventual Consistency.  The degree 

to which a system is eventual can depend on a number of factors to which there is no 

standard.  Eventual consistency is in sharp contrast to common SAN and NAS storage 

which favors Consistency and Availability over Partition Tolerance. 

The benefits of Eventual Consistency allow for multiple geography distributed sites to 

all utilize the same storage system across multiple sites despite high latency.  Even in 

the event of a network disruption (split brain), all sites can remain available to users 

and systems.  Once the networking is restored, the last writer or creator of an object’s 

data will synchronize across sites as object storage has no locking model.  While this 

may not suit all types of data, many unstructured applications stand to benefit from 

this model. 

Nuances of Eventual Consistency are that when writing or deleting an object a 

container/bucket listing may lag and be stale. When replacing an object, reads may 

return a previous version until the new version is propagated across entire system.  

Deleted objects similarly may still be accessible in remote data centers for a short 

period after the delete operation returns successful.  

Much more could be written about the architectural topologies that exist both for S3 

and Swift based Object Storage. Suffice to say, data will always be retrievable, data will 

be dispersed in multiple locations, and though possible to receive stale data in certain 

scenarios, the favoring of Availability and Partitioning over Consistency was made to 

allow for maximum availability and scalability of the storage platform. Enterprise 

Object Storage vendors have built in tricks/methods to minimize any window of 

potential data inconsistency. 
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Object Storage - What’s it good for? 

Object Storage is often recognized as a good mechanism to store large volumes of 

unstructured data. Unstructured data refers to data without a pre-defined data model. 

Depending on the source, estimates sight that anywhere from 70 to 90 percent of an 

organization’s data is unstructured.  Examples include photos, videos, documents, 

presentation, and IoT data coming from devices such as medical (ie. heart rate), 

manufacturing sensors (ie. rotation per minute), web server logs, retail store club cards 

etc. 

While databases and VMs are not unstructured data, the backing up such data would be 

considered unstructured.  Thus backup data is a large component of the unstructured 

data of any organization and an ideal use for object storage. 

As unstructured data becomes more prolific a new classification of data mining has 

emerged, data analytics.  Data analytics can go by many names including Big Data, 

Deep Learning, and AI.  These algorithms depend on high throughput access to vast 

quantities of  unstructured data whether genomic, log based, or event based in an effort 

to build models that predict outcomes.  These outcomes are revolutionizing everything 

from medicine and drug trials to consumer spending habits to music playlist selection.  

Additionally, a global namespace can be used to simplify application access to the 

underlying data. Solutions can be designed to run seamlessly even when objects are 

moved or distributed across on-premises infrastructures and externally hosted 

environments (hybrid cloud). This model allows for highly available access at a massive 

scale and low cost which attracts the attention of IT and Enterprises. 

The main challenge faced when working with Object Storage is enabling ‘last mile 

delivery’, and user accessibility. Last mile is a term used in supply chain management 

and transportation planning to describe difficulty involved with the movement of people 

and goods from a transportation hub to a final destination. Last mile is analogous to 

enabling end users to easily access and realize potential when working with object 

storage.

Object Storage Overview
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Given all the benefits of Object Storage why isn’t it ubiquitous throughout the enterprise?  

Simply put humans, most specifically end users, are not meant to interact with APIs 

directly.  We’ve grown accustom to using GUIs over CLIs, but still no one would expect 

users to interact with object API directly. That puts users at the mercy of application 

vendors to support object storage in order to use it. 

Even as application vendors rush to support object storage, the selection may be limited.  

Some apps might support one public cloud, but not others that are approved by IT.  

Corporate governance may require that data is kept in an on-premises provider that is 

unavailable. Even when governance permits use multiple public clouds having user data 

dispersed in many places can be a nightmare to keep track of.

How Storage Made Easy Provides the ‘Last Mile of Object 
Storage
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This problems above sum up frustrations referred to as the last mile problem.  Object 

storage is easy to purchase, just sign up with any public cloud, but putting it to good use 

isn’t as straight forward as users would demand.  Storage Made Easy sole focus is on the 

elimination of these last mile blockers enabling business to move forward with Cloud 

storage solutions.   

Storage Made Easy - Cloud Partners 

Storage Made Easy understands that each cloud provider brings different value to the 

table.  That’s why we support over 50 cloud partners in our File Fabric.  This enables IT to 

take advantage of existing relationships with the likes of Google, Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, 

Dropbox and many others.  Storage Made Easy doesn’t just work with public cloud, it 

works with the best of private cloud as well.  Partners like Cleversafe (now IBM COS), 

SwiftStack, Scality, Ceph, Cloudian, OpenStack and others bring on-premises scale out 

private cloud to enterprises. 
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What do you do when users have gotten ahead of IT and already started using Object 

Storage connectors in modern applications?  Some user data is on the corporate file 

server, some is in Dropbox, Box or maybe Office 365, it’s a mess.  Storage Made Easy 

can connect to multiple providers unifying users access to data.  SME indexes existing 

data in any of the supported partners granting users a single pane of glass access to all 

their data. 

Enable Legacy Applications 

Storage Made Easy makes simplifies access to any cloud from any application.  With 

clients for Mac, Windows, Linux, Android, iPhone, and Web Browser any application can 

access any cloud data through Storage Made Easy.  No longer are applications like 

Microsoft Word tied only to OneDrive or Office 365 public cloud.  Users can securely 

access any data, anywhere, anytime.

Single Pane of Glass Data Management
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Replicate or Migrate & Consolidate 

Storage Made Easy includes the ability to migrate data between object storage 

providers.  This feature can be used to reign in data sprawl, or to move data to a new 

provider if corporate polices or cloud pricing shifts.   

Because most backup applications are ill suited for protecting data stored in object 

storage, Storage Made Easy’s migration feature can also be used to create a backup 

copy of data between object storage providers.  As storage continues to evolve the use 

of replication and versioning of data is beginning to replace traditional backup 

applications in the protection of user data.  This enables greater availability of data, 

while decreasing burden on IT staff. 

A First Step to Cloud 

Cloud First follows in the same vein as Virtualization First over the last five years.  

Organizations are tasked with enabling applications and storage to take advantage of 

cloud unless they can justify not using cloud.  This is a much different challenge than 

Virtualization First due to the concept of Data Gravity.   

Data Gravity states that applications need to be colocated with the storage that they 

consume. This creates a chicken and egg scenario, as moving data to the cloud involves 

moving the applications that depend on them as well. This in turn leads to more 

applications needed to be moved, and thus more storage. Storage Made Easy caches 

data close to the application regardless of the source.  Furthermore Storage Made Easy 

can be consumed as a SaaS model, On-premises appliance or cloud appliance.  

Regardless of where SME is deployed the benefit and ease of use are always the same.
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Auditing, Encryption, and Sharing 

Utilizing object storage can be a daunting task for IT administrators looking to keep 

enterprise data safe.  The move to public offerings can carry with it risk of data loss, 

and the ability to keep track of data access.  These concerns can stop a project in it’s 

tracks. 

Storage Made Easy addresses these concerns and more with Auditing, Encryption, and 

Group Sharing.   

First Auditing keeps track of file access, allowing for simple reporting of who accessed 

data and when.  

Encryption ensures that corporate data sent offsite is secure in the event that a 3rd 

party gains access to data stored in a public cloud.  

Finally intelligent sharing permits users to share documents and files from within the 

SME file fabric. This prevents the need to use outside tools to share data with team 

members, groups, or corporate partners. Data access can be controlled, monitored, and 

authenticated against an number of common methods, including SAML, Active Directory, 

LDAP, and more. 

Summary 

In this paper we barely touched the surface of what Storage Made Easy is capable of but 

it should give a good grounding as to how it goes hand in hand with an object storage 

deployment and the value that it brings.
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